Let M be an (w + l)-dimensional differentiate manifold without boundary (compact or not) and ƒ : V-+M an immersion of the compact w-dimensional manifold without boundary V. We say that ƒ is a bounding immersion if there is a manifold W n+l with boundary dW= V, and an immersion g\W-+M such that f=g\ V. If M and V are oriented, then V must be the oriented boundary of the oriented manifold W y and g an oriented immersion of codimension 0.
1. Statement of the results. From [2] we know that the derivation f*-*T(f) defines a weak homotopy equivalence between the space Imm(7, M) of the immersions of V into M and the space of the fibremaps of the tangent bundle T(V) into the tangent bundle T(M) which are injective in each fibre. If V=S n and M -R n+l , the set of connected components of this last space is an homogeneous space under the group 7r w (SO(w + l)). By a convenient identification, we obtain a bijection 7:7r 0 (Imm(5 n , R n+1 ))->T n (SO(n+l)) such that the class of the ordinary imbedding be 0£7r w (SO(w + l)). Furthermore the map y is additive with respect to the connected sum of immersions [S] .
Similarly, using the fact that the fibration In order to prove those results, we admit some lemmas whose proof will appear elsewhere.
2. First step of the proof. Let A n+X be the cobordism group of stably parallelized manifolds W n+1 with boundary 5 n . If W' is the manifold without boundary obtained from W by gluing a disk D n+l along the boundary S n = dW, we denote by a(W % r)£7r n (SO(tt+2)) the obstruction to extend the s-parallelization T of W to W' : thence we have an homomorphism a\A n +\-»7r»(SO(w + l)). Similarly, let J3 n +i be the monoid of isomorphism classes of such manifolds W with a true parallelization. It follows from [2] or [ó] that, if J is a parallelization of W, there is an immersion g: W-*R n+1 , unique up to regular homotopy, such that the trivialization T(g) of T(W) be homotopic to t. If we consider the class of the restriction ƒ of g to dW-5 n , we define an homomorphism b\B n+ i->7r n (SO(n + l)). Furthermore we have a natural homomorphism S:B n +x-*-4 n+ i. LEMMA 
The following diagram
is commutative.
Thus, the set of classes of bounding immersions in Imm(5 n , jR n+1 ), which is the image of 6, is a monoid included in Ker(/ n o s) because of the exactness of the sequence 
Last step.
If n is even, Theorem 2 is already proved, because Ker(s) contains at most the two elements 0 and u which are both bounding. If n = 2 or 6, then w n (SO(n+l)) =0 and the only class is trivially the class of a bounding immersion. If W5^2, 6, then J n is injective [l] and the two distinct classes 0 and u are the only bounding classes.
If n is odd, the kernel of 5 is infinite cyclic, generated by u and it suffices to prove that -u is the class of a bounding immersion, since b(B n+ i) is a monoid.
If/GImm(5 n , R n+1 ), let d(/)GZ be the normal degree (curvatura intégra) of the immersion ƒ (see [5] ). It is proved in [5] If w = l, there is no 2-manifold, with boundary 5 1 , whose Euler number is more than 1, so that: (2) If the manifold V is the w-sphere, this theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorems 1 and 2. In the general case, we deform the immersion G:W-»5 Thus, ƒ is regular homotopic to an immersion ƒ" which is the connected sum of ƒ' with some immersions hi such that X,-£Ker(s). We can replace the hi by bounding immersions hi of the same class (Theorem 2), and, now, ƒ" is the connected sum of the bounding immersions/' and &,-; so/" is a bounding immersion. 
